Direct Stenting for Multiple Saphenous Vein Grafts
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A 72-year-old nondiabetic male patient presented to us with two months history of NYHA Class III angina. He was operated for triple vessel disease 5 years back with four saphenous vein grafts being given to the left anterior descending (LAD), fourth obtuse marginal (OM4), right coronary artery (RCA) and a Y graft given to the first diagonal (D1) and the second obtuse marginal (OM2) respectively. In view of discrete nature of lesions of OM2, OM4 and D1 direct stenting of the three saphenous vein grafts was successfully done on a single sitting.
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The treatment of patients with obstructive disease of coronary artery bypass grafts continues to pose a challenge, since repeated surgery entails substantial risk and the results of conventional angioplasty have been generally disappointing. The procedure is limited by a high restenosis rate (especially in the ostium and shaft portions of the vein graft) and substantial periprocedural complications, particularly in older vein grafts with unfavourable morphologic features. Stenting is associated with superior initial
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angiographic results, higher rates of procedural success, and fewer periprocedural non-Q myocardial infarctions and a better clinical outcome at 6 months\textsuperscript{7}. However, in most studies the number of grafts treated has been limited to one procedure at a time. We have reported good procedural and intermediate term results with multiple, saphenous vein graft (SVG) stenting in carefully selected patients\textsuperscript{8}. Recently direct stenting has emerged as an attractive alternative to a strategy of balloon dilatation followed by stent implantation in selected patients, because of lesser procedure time and lower cost involved\textsuperscript{9}. Herein, we report a patient where direct stenting was performed in all three stenotic saphenous vein grafts in one sitting with good result.

**CASE REPORT**

A 72-year-old nondiabetic male patient presented to us with two months history of NYHA Class III angina. He was operated for triple vessel disease 5 years back with four saphenous vein grafts being given to the left anterior descending (LAD), fourth obtuse marginal (OM4), right coronary artery (RCA) and a Y graft given to the first diagonal (Dl) and the second obtuse marginal (OM2) respectively. Coronary angiography performed revealed that gaft to LAD was well patent but the grafts to OM2, OM4 and DI were significantly diseased and RCA graft was blocked. In view of discrete nature of lesions of OM2, OM4 and Dl direct stenting was planned.

Graft to OM4 was hooked with 8FR 3.5 guiding catheter (Cordis Europe NV, Roden, The Netherlands), lesion was crossed with 0.14inch GT -1 support guidewire (Medtronic,
Minneapolis, MN) and direct stenting using 3 x 15 mm Medtronic™ AVE-670 stent (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) was done, deployed at 10 atmospheres for 40 seconds. The OM2, and DI lesions, which were in a Y SVG graft, also underwent direct stenting, both lesions having been crossed with same guidewire, one after the other. First the OM2 lesion was directly stented with a 3 x 18 mm Velocity™ stent (Cordis Europe NV, Roden, The Netherlands) deployed at 12 atmospheres for 20 seconds and then DI lesion also underwent direct stent implantation with 2.75 x 23 Tristar™ stent (Guidant Advanced Cardiovascular System, Temecula, CA) deployed at 10 atmospheres for 30 seconds. The patient did not complain of any chest pain during the procedure and the electrocardiogram did not reveal any significant changes during the procedure.

Check angiogram revealed good patency in all the three lesions with residual stenosis of less than 5%. Aspirin 325 mg OD and Ticlopidine 250mg BID was started 72 hours before the procedure and continued till one month after the procedure, after which ticlopidine was discontinued. The patient is continuing on 150mg enteric-coated aspirin OD life long. Three months post stenting the patient is in class I and has had no clinical events.

FIGURE LEGENDS: Figure 1.

(A) Pre (left panel) and post (right panel) direct stenting of mid SVG to OM4.
(B) Pre (left panel) and post (right panel) direct stenting of mid SVG to OM2 and mid disease in SVG to DI (Y graft) with excellent angiographic results at all three treatment sites.

All three SVG lesions were in the same patient and treated by direct stenting in the same intervention session.

**DISCUSSION**

Coronary stenting in SVGs is technically demanding because of degenerated nature of grafts and the risk of distal embolization. New techniques to reduce distal embolization are, use of covered stents to segregate fibrous plaque, a host of distal protection devices and possibly direct stenting. Covered stents are still investigational and are associated with a delayed endothelialization and thrombosis, potentially worrisome during treatment of long lesions. The use of different distal protection devices and aspiration systems are being investigated during SVG interventions and have shown promising results. The use of differing stent designs and high pressure balloons have also shown benefit. Direct stenting has not been extensively studied in SVG intervention and may potentially be useful. Besides decreasing the risk of distal embolization direct stenting may have numerous other advantages. These include shorter procedure time, lower contrast dose and reduced spiral dissections. Furthermore, there is a potential financial benefit of less balloon and/or stent usage. However, concerns exist regarding failure of stent deployment and local complications. Recent studies have demonstrated that case selection is very important and in appropriately selected cases, it has a low rate of procedural failure and results in less contrast usage and fewer distal complications than conventional angioplasty and stenting.
The concomitant use of Gp IIb/IIIa inhibitors showed benefit in earlier studies, but recent studies failed to show benefit with the use of these agents in SVG intervention\textsuperscript{22,23}.

**Conclusion**

Herein, we describe a case of multiple SVG graft disease where direct stenting was done in three lesions; we did not use any Gp IIb/IIIa inhibitor in this case with a good result. The intervention of three SVGs with direct stenting has not been described earlier. The FDA has not approved direct stenting, from their point of view, stenting is a treatment following predilatation. Physicians performing direct stenting are considered as not respecting the written label of the industry and the FDA. The results of randomized trials like the VEL VET and the DIRECTOR are awaited before this treatment becomes uniformly accepted.
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